
 

June 17, 2016 

CORN 

OUTSIDE INFLUENCE  
July corn found strength on Friday following 
headlines on the assassination of British 
lawmaker Jo Cox. Cox was shot in broad 
daylight by a lone assailant who had opposing 
views on Britain’s upcoming referendum vote to 
leave or remain in the European Union. Cox 
was a proponent of remaining in the EU and 
has been campaigning accordingly ahead of 
next Thursday’s vote by British citizens. The US 
Dollar Index is reacting strongly in both 
directions as the vote approaches. Following 
the murder, Friday saw the US Dollar Index 
under heavy pressure, which aided 
commodities across the board. Combined with 
an important weather weekend ahead, July corn was able to add 12’4 cents on the day and register its 
highest close since last July. On the week, July corn added 14’6 cents to settle at $4.37’6.  
 
CROP CONDITION 
Corn condition ratings remained flat this past 
week at 75% good/excellent. That is 1% better 
than a year ago and 6% better than average 
according to NASS data. The numbers did little 
to impact the trade as traders were more 
concerned about anticipated impacts to the 
ratings based on weather models. Given the 
stretch of heat in the Midwest, many would 
suspect the ratings decline some in the coming 
week, though even if they don’t the trade may 
have its own ideas about how the crop looks. 
Weather and crop condition would seemingly be 
the most important item directing the trade right 
now, but that’s likely not the case. Robust 
demand continues to pull the market forward 
and outside market factors are a much larger 
factor than one might think. Key states and their 
deviation from average in terms of 
good/excellent rating: NE (+8), IA (+7), IL (+8), 
IN (+8), MN (+5), KS (+18), SD (-4), and OH (-
6).  
 
ETHANOL 
Weekly ethanol production turned in a record 
performance for the week ending June 10th. 
1,013k barrels per day was reported, an all-time 
weekly record for ethanol production. Spot 

Crop 
Condition 

This 
Week 

Last 
Year 

5-Year 
Average 

Nebraska 79% 65% 71% 

S Dakota 72% 69% 77% 

Illinois 75% 78% 67% 

Minnesota 78% 73% 73% 

Iowa 80% 82% 73% 

US Total 75% 74% 69% 

July Corn Futures 

The corn charts are showing some 

bearish divergence, an indication of 

slowed momentum despite prices 

near the upper end of the range.  



 

margins are the best they have been all year as the DDG market supports revenue and weak corn 
basis keeps the flat corn price in check. Plants are running at full tilt after working through some 
maintenance and seasonal down time during planting season. Weekly production will need to maintain 
solid performances if the US wants to hit the USDA’s 5,250 mbu estimate for ethanol demand. Ethanol 
stocks spiked by 40 mln gallons this week after 5 straight weeks of decline; ethanol exports have been 
running at healthy levels as the US fills a void left by Brazil. Gasoline demand continues to be robust, 
which should help to keep ethanol stocks in check.  
 
EXPORTS  
Corn export business continues to provide underlying support to the market as good weeks of both 
sales and shipments justify the USDA’s recent demand increases on the balance sheet. Sales reported 
this past Thursday came in at 35.8 mbu, which was towards the lower end of trade estimates and well 
below the previous week of 61.4 mbu. However, total sales for 15/16 are now 1,793 mbu vs 1,755 mbu 
a year ago (+2.2%). With the USDA’s latest corn export demand estimate at 1,825 mbu, only 3 mbu 
needs to be sold weekly in order to hit the target by Aug 31. Editor’s Note: Exporters caught short 
after Brazil failed to produce the crop everyone expected has bolstered US corn demand. This 
will carry over into the 16/17 marketing year, with the USDA currently estimating new crop 
demand at 1,950 mbu.  
 
Corn shipments were outstanding this week with 66.8 mbu reported, which was above last week’s 42.0 
mbu performance. That total is the highest single week inspections number in the past 20 years! The 
total brought cumulative shipments to 1,227 mbu, down 7.7% from last year’s pace. US exporters will 
need to continue the swift pace of shipments in order to hit the USDA’s 1,825 mbu estimate – the sales 
are certainly there to execute against, so we should expect the good performances to continue. In order 
to hit the current target, weekly inspections will need to average 45.0 mbu over the remaining 12 
weeks. Inspections over the past 8 weeks have averaged 45.7 mbu, so the US has been on pace as of 
late.  
 
WHAT IS BREXIT? 
Britain is voting on whether to exit the European Union this coming Thursday in a referendum vote by 
its citizens. Prime Minister David Cameron and several other British leaders are in favor of remaining in 
the EU as it creates an easier environment for trade and commerce. Immigration is one of the key 
issues surrounding the vote as conservatives generally take issue with the freedom at which migrants 
and immigrants move through the borders. The British people are largely split on the issue as polls 
indicate a tight vote is upcoming on whether to stay or leave. Even if the UK decides to leave the EU, it 
will take several years for it to actually sever ties. The uncertainty surrounding what a departure might 
mean for global markets has been impacting the US Dollar Index in recent weeks. Following the 
assassination of British lawmaker and “stay” proponent Jo Cox, the USD saw considerable weakness, 
aiding commodities.  
 
2016 CORN 
December corn couldn’t bear the thought of 
going into an important weather weekend 
without some premium being built into the 
price. Following a weak day Thursday, 
commodities across the board shot higher on 
Friday, aided in large part by a weaker US 
dollar. December corn closed at its highest 
level since July 2014, just a shade under $4.50. 
The broader commodity index was green on 

December Corn Futures 



 

Friday, which had as much to do with the gains in corn as the fundamental factors (weather, supply and 
demand, etc.). Weather is important of course, but improved demand put the US in this situation. The 
old crop balance sheets have been trimmed just enough to put some anxiety into this growing season. 
Combined with political upheaval in South America, Brexit, weak global growth, and uncertainty in the 
FED ranks, the BIG money finds commodities attractive as a hedge. Fundamentally, weather remains 
important as daily updates on the extended forecast influence the necessity of weather premium in 
current prices. Expect Sunday night to be interesting as the trade anticipates the latest weather model. 
Britain’s referendum vote to leave the EU or stay takes place on Thursday next week, which will be a 
big day for the corn market either way. 
 
BASIS 
Corn basis was pretty steady this week as corn remained in its recently defined range between $4.20 
and $4.40. Local demand outlets aren’t struggling too hard to buy corn, which will make it difficult to see 
corn basis get stronger for the balance of June and even into July. The July/Sep corn spread has been 
widening out as a result as the market is suggesting it has enough corn nearby. Producers with hedges 
in place will need to roll positions to September if they don’t plan to move stocks in the short term. That 
spread settled at 5 cents on Friday, among the widest it’s been since March.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Analyze your current situation on your old, new, and 2017 marketing plans. Old crop corn is a cash sale 
type of environment as basis feels pretty sluggish and we’re running out of time for it to improve much. 
On the new crop side of things take stock of how much you have sold or protected. This week was a 
good example of how volatile this market can be when weather becomes a factor. The outside markets 
cannot be ignored either, which are contributing largely to the volatility. The June 30th reports are less 
than two weeks away, so ask yourself how much risk you are willing to carry into that day. It’s ok to be 
a little bit friendly in the current environment, but have a plan at the very least on where you will execute 
sales. Also, be mindful of the “eggs in one basket” saying as your bullish horns get larger. We’re in 
profitable territory to be making corn sales, which is something that we would have traded our finest 
rubies for this winter. One idea to ask your ProEdge rep about is our Minimum Price contract. Use out-
of-the money call options or call spreads to open up your topside on previous sales or a sale you make 
today. This establishes a worst-case scenario even if the market doesn’t rally. If the market does rally, 
you will participate partially as the call option or call spread appreciates in value. Reach out to your 
ProEdge rep for the details – these are always better to have in place in hindsight, but if it makes it 
easier for you to commit to a sale here, then it may be appropriate. Call for the details!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

SOYBEANS 

THE STREAK ENDS 
The weekly soybean chart ended the streak at 
9; 9 straight weeks of higher closes, which 
started back in April, ended on Friday despite 
strong gains during that session. Soybeans 
were down 3 of the 5 days this week, down as 
much as 80 cents from last week’s high before 
recovering Friday. Like corn, the impact of the 
macro markets cannot be understated when 
talking about price performance in soybeans. 
Fundamental issues in Argentina created the 
initial opportunity with soybeans this past 
March, but the oilseed has been used as a 
portfolio hedge in recent months, which has 
contributed to the 40% gains in soybeans since 
early March. On the week, July soybeans lost 
18’6 cents to settle at $11.59’4.  
 
CROP CONDITION 
Soybean crop ratings improved 2 points this 
past week from 72% good/excellent to 74%. It 
remains relatively early for the soybean crop, 
but conditions are much better than a year ago, 
according to the NASS data. Soybeans have a 
long ways to go before we get concerned with 
yield impacting weather, so expect June 30th to 
be a big day when we get an update on acres. 
Wheat harvest in southern tiers of the Corn Belt 
should be monitored in the coming weeks as 
well since current prices will certainly promote 
double crop soybeans into wheat stubble if the weather allows. Estimates for the June 30th reports will 
be out soon enough, but some estimates around the trade have thrown out as much as a 3 mln plus 
acre increase for soybeans on the 30th. That type of increase represents ~136 mbu of production 
depending on the yield (46 bpa in that example). The trade largely expects an acreage increase in a 
few weeks; it’s the extent of the increase that is unknown. Crop conditions will be quite important on the 
yield side as we get into late July. Small yield changes make a big difference on the balance sheet.  
 
EXPORTS 
Soybean export sales had a solid week with 30.0 mbu reported in the Thursday morning report. That 
total was near the upper end of expectations and matched the best performance in the past 5 months. 
Sales continue to show strength, which further supports the USDA’s recent demand increases. With the 
weekly performance, cumulative sales are now 1,810 mbu vs 1,851 mbu a year ago (-2.2%). With the 
USDA’s export forecast currently at 1,760 mbu, one would expect further demand bumps in coming 
S&D reports. However, shipments tell a different story in soybeans, at least today. Editor’s Note: It is 
typical to see excess sales get rolled to the new crop months if physical shipment doesn’t 
actually take place. So while it’s nice to see sales above the latest USDA estimate, the actual 
execution of those sales takes precedent.  
 

Crop 
Condition 

This 
Week 

Last 
Year 

5-Year 
Average 

Nebraska 79% 68% 71% 

Iowa 81% 80% 71% 

Illinois 75% 74% 66% 

Minnesota 77% 73% 72% 

S Dakota 75% 69% 77% 

US Total 74% 69% 67% 

Weekly Soybean Futures 



 

Soybean shipments disappointed traders this week with only 5.0 mbu reported, which was near the 
lower end of trade expectations. Shipments will need to pick up somewhat if the US is to hit the 1,760 
mbu export target for 15/16. Total shipments to date are 1,604 mbu vs 1,742 mbu a year ago (-8.6%). 
The sales are certainly there to execute against, but if shipments end up falling short, sales can be 
rolled into the 16/17 marketing year, which would be satisfied by harvest soybeans.  
 
NOPA CRUSH 
The USDA bumped crush demand by 10 mbu in 
their June S&D report as complications in 
Argentina created opportunities for the US to 
export more meal. Thursday morning’s NOPA 
crush report indicated that 152.8 mbu of 
soybeans were crushed in the month of May – a 
record. The number was 3 mbu above the 
average trade guess and up from April’s 147.6 
mbu. Cumulative crush for 15/16 is running 
slightly behind last year’s pace, while the USDA 
expects that by September the US will have 
crushed slightly more beans than 14/15. 
Product demand for meal and oil remains solid, 
with issues in Argentina creating opportunities 
for meal, while complications in India/Malaysia 
this past winter continues to encourage demand 
for edible oils. Editor’s Note: The May number 
looks good enough to keep the US on pace 
to hit the USDA’s target, which is a record 
number for soybean crush. The USDA 
expects the good times to continue, with 
their 16/17 crush estimate (1,915 mbu) 
forecasted to be a record as well.  
 
NEW CROP 
New crop soybeans lost 14’4 cents this week, 
settling at $11.48’2. Friday’s session added 
29’0 cents, which covered up much the week’s 
poor performance. The soybean trade appears 
caught between old South American headlines 
and impactful US weather. This two week 
period between now and June 30th will be more 
about demand headlines and macro issues, 
which should lead to a choppy, two sided trade. 
Soybean crush looks to be on track with the 
latest USDA numbers while exports are a little 
bit more questionable. Assuming the old crop 
carryout is tracking pretty close today, the June 
30th acreage numbers should be in the spotlight 
in a few weeks. Most anticipate a larger number there, so that should already be bid into current prices. 
Uncertainty over late July and early August weather should keep this market supported between now 
and then, unless we see acres jump by 3-4 mln and crop conditions appear better than normal. Expect 
volatility in the soybean trade to continue.  

Nov Soybean Futures 



 

  
BASIS 
Soybean basis was a touch firmer this week, yet still remains a bit tough to define as grain buyers 
continue to bid against different futures months. Crush margins have dipped some, but still remain very 
attractive for crushers to stay aggressive. Soybean basis should present opportunities as we go 
forward, though when the spreads act this volatile there are no guarantees.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Are the highs in? All are interested to know the answer there, even though nobody knows. Demand for 
US soybeans has pulled us this far, placing pressure on the US to deliver a big crop. So, the ball is in 
“supply’s” court to see if it can deliver when the pressure is on. Two factors determine crop production: 
acres and yield. We get a good look at the first one in a few weeks, and most everyone will expect 
record acres from the USDA. Yield will take longer to sort out, so until we get to August it feels unlikely 
that soybeans will want to trade much below the $10.18 lows from mid-May. Producer who have made 
sales on the way up should be comfortable waiting for better days for now. If you haven’t sold much of 
anything yet on new crop, well, nothing is certain. Managing your risk is the name of the game, and if 
you can make a profit, then how can you go wrong? Reach out to your ProEdge rep to discuss your 
options! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

WEATHER 

BENEFICIAL RAINFALL 
 
Storm systems were spotty over the past week, 
but for the most part good coverage was the 
theme for much of the CVA territory following 
Friday night’s storms. Hot temperatures had 
crops under visible stress in recent days, despite 
adequate subsoil moisture following the wet 
spring. The first two weeks of June were dry for 
much of the country, which will make timely 
rainfall more important as we get into July.  
 
Next week ushers in some cooler temperatures 
with highs staying in the 80’s most days. 
However, the 6-10 day shows above average temperatures again which was a contributing factor to 
Friday’s market strength. Traders will be watching Sunday night’s updated weather models for trade 
direction early next week. Expect an interesting Sunday night open either way. 

 
 
Risk Disclosure -The risk of loss in trading commodities can be substantial and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Therefore, 

you should carefully consider whether such trading is suitable for you or your organization in light of your financial condition. Any examples given are 

strictly hypothetical and no representation is being made that any person will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those examples. Neither the 

information, nor any opinion expressed shall be construed as an offer to buy or sell any futures or options on futures contracts.  

7 Day Precip (thru Friday night) 


